For several years, attempts have been made to interface Geant4 and other software packages with the aim of simulating the complete response of a gaseous particle detector. The present paper illustrates different possibilities to interface Geant4 with two such packages, Garfield++ and Degrad. The basic idea is to use the Geant4 physics parameterization feature, and to implement a Garfield++ or Degrad based detector simulation as an external model. With the Geant4/Degrad interface, detailed simulations of the X-ray interaction in gaseous detectors, including shell absorption by photoelectric effect, subsequent Auger shake-off, and fluorescence emission, become possible. The Geant4/Garfield++ interface can be used for photons and charged * Corresponding author particles of all kinetic energies. Depending on the particular physics case, either the Geant4 PAI model, the Heed PAI model or both Geant4 and Heed are responsible for primary ionization and the production of the conduction electrons. For the case in which the Geant4 PAI model is used in conjunction with the Heed PAI model, a more detailed analysis is performed. Parameters, such as the lower production cut of the PAI model and the lowest electron energy limit of the physics list have to be set correctly. The paper demonstrates how to determine these parameters with the help of the W value and Fano factor of the gas mixture. The simulation results of this Geant4/Heed PAI model interface are then verified against the results obtained with the standalone software packages.
Introduction
Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) [1] [2] [3] is an object oriented C++ toolkit for the simulation of the passage of particles through matter. In particle physics, Geant4 is the most commonly used software package for Monte Carlo simulations. However, its application areas also include nuclear and accelerator physics, as well as studies in medical and space science. In recent years, the framework has been extended to include low energy applications, and several extensions from different fields have been added. The NXSG4 package [4] , for example, adds functionality for Polycrystalline Neutron Scattering in Geant4, whereas the DNA project [5, 6] extends Geant4 with processes for the modeling of early biological damage induced by ionizing radiation at the DNA scale. This paper will focus on the simulation of gaseous detectors and presents an approach to interface Geant4 with Garfield++ and Degrad, using the Geant4 parameterization feature [7] . The Geant4/Garfield++ interface, as described in this paper, has been integrated into the European Spallation Source Geant4 framework [8] , and into Geant4 VMC [9] . In Geant4, the G4PAIModel (photo absorption ionization) [10] and the G4PAIPhotonModel (photo absorption ionization photon model) [11] were designed for the simulation of gaseous detectors. Both models are derived from the work of Allison and Cobb [12] and emerge from the assumption that the interaction of relativistic particles with a gas is predominated by soft collisions, in which a virtual photon is absorbed by the atom as a whole. As a result, the calculated energy loss in these models is mainly determined by the photon absorption cross section of the individual atoms. In addition, it gives rise to two main regions with respect to the energy of the ionization electrons: the resonance region, where low-energy conduction electrons are created, and the pseudo-free region, in which the ionization electron receives a large amount of energy and can therefore be described by Rutherford scattering on a nearly free electron [12] .The difference between the G4PAIModel and the G4PAIPhotonModel is that the latter also produces photons. Although the resulting differences are not substantial, the G4PAIPhotonModel more accurately describes the spatial charge distribution [11] 1 . Traditionally, the Geant4 PAI model was designed for fast charged particles in thin absorbers [13] , but has recently been extended to low energy regions [14] . The PAI model is able to correctly describe the number and positions of the initial electron-ion pairs, but it does not include additional processes such as attachment, recombination, diffusion and fluorescence. Furthermore, although electromagnetic fields are implemented in Geant4, it is not possible to simulate the process of an electron avalanche or the signal created on a wire. This emphasizes the necessity for an interface between Geant4 and a software package that can simulate the above-mentioned features of gaseous detectors.
Dedicated to the simulation of gaseous detectors such as Micro Pattern Gaseous Detectors (MPGD) [15] is the Fortran software package Garfield [16] . The software has been ported to C++ by the name of Garfield++ [17] , and makes extensive use of the ROOT framework [18] for data analysis and visualization. For several years, attempts have been made to interface Geant4 and Garfield [19] , a task which has been now hugely facilitated by the availability of Garfield++. Garfield++ accepts two-and three-dimensional field maps computed by various finite element programs as a basis for its calculations of drift and avalanche processes. The finite element technique can handle complex electrode shapes as well as dielectrics. For the computation of electron transport properties in nearly arbitrary gas mixtures, Garfield++ includes an interface to Magboltz [20] . Furthermore, Heed [21] , a PAI model implementation [22] similar to that in Geant4, can be used to create the initial electron-ion pairs.
Even more details concerning ionization, excitation levels and vibrational modes can be obtained by Degrad, another Fortran program [23] . Degrad includes an accurate Auger cascade model for the interaction of photons, electrons and ionizing particles with gas mixtures in electric and magnetic fields. For X-rays, the software automatically simulates shell absorption by the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering or pair-production and the subsequent Auger, Coster-Kronig, Shake-off and fluorescence emission. Bremsstrahlung emissions by secondary electrons are also included [24] . Degrad is hence the most complete software package available on the market to simulate the interaction of particles with various gases.
Division of tasks between Geant4, Garfield++ and Degrad
In the present section, possible scenarios for interfacing the different software packages will be summarized and discussed. Next, implementation details for each of these cases will be described.
Features like the interaction of high-energy particles with matter, or complex detector configurations containing various non-gaseous materials, can neither be implemented in Garfield++ nor Degrad. Geant4 is thus always used for the primary particle generation, the interaction of the primary particle with the detector material, and the possible creation of secondary particles in the detector material. Garfield++ on the other hand deals with the drift of ions and electrons, the electron avalanche creation and amplification and finally the signal generation and readout of the signal. But for the first interaction of the primary particles with the gas, and the subsequent production of electron-ion pairs in the gas, several possibilities exist 2 . Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the different options of interfacing Geant4, Garfield++ and Degrad for charged particles and photons. As Heed is not thread-safe, only the Geant4 sequential mode can be used in combination with Heed.
• A) Geant4 for all particles
The PAI model is used in Geant4 to create all electron-ion pairs in the 2 The term primary particle will be used in the following text for a particle that enters the gas volume before interacting with the gas. This particle can either be identical to the primary particle fired with the Geant4 particle gun, or it can be a secondary particle, that was produced in the detector material. Figure 1 : Division of simulation tasks between Geant4, Garfield++ and Degrad for charged particles and photons. Depending on the use case, either Degrad, Geant4, Heed or the PAI models of both Geant4 and Heed together take care of the electron-ion-pair production.
gas. In case of charged particles, the PAI model can be used directly. If the primary particle is a photon, then first the standard EM physics is responsible for the interaction via Photoelectric effect, Compton scattering or Pair production. After the interaction, the PAI model deals with the produced electrons. When the track status of the ionization electron is fStopAndKill, its position is stored in the User SteppingAction or SensitiveDetector. As an alternative, if no high precision is required, the number and position of the electron-ion pairs can also be sampled from the energy deposition in the step, without actually creating any new electrons. At the stored position, Garfield++ then creates an electron-ion pair, to subsequently simulate the drift, amplification and signal creation. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is the only case where the Geant4 physics parametrization features cannot be used. Further, only the W value can be correctly reproduced, but not the Fano factor as will be shown in chapter 5. The advantage on the other hand is that the Geant4 multithreaded mode can be used, since only Garfield++ and not the non-thread safe Heed is used.
• B) Geant4/Heed PAI model interface for all charged particles This case applies to all charged particles independent of their kinetic energy. The PAI model is used in Geant4 to create only the primary ionization electrons in the gas, at which point Heed takes over. Heed is used to propagate all ionization electrons with a kinetic energy of a few keV and lower as δ-electrons. These δ-electrons further ionize the gas, until all electrons reach thermal energies. Since the Geant4 and the Heed PAI model are used together here, a verification of the results is necessary. The verification can be found in chapter 5.
• C) Heed PAI model for relativistic charged particles To simulate the interaction of relativistic protons, muons or electrons 3 , the PAI model of Heed can be chosen. Heed takes over the control from Geant4 as soon as the primary particle enters the gas volume. In contrast to the PAI model in Geant4, however, Heed tracks the primary particle without Coulomb scattering. The stopping power of the primary is continuous and based on its initial energy, which works fine for Heed's intended purpose: the tracking of relativistic charged particles in thin absorbers. However, for slower particles in thicker absorbers, it leads to unrealistically straight tracks and an incorrect energy loss.
• D) Heed for photons
The photon or gamma particle is killed in Geant4 as soon as it enters the gas volume. Heed then determines the appropriate cross section for the interaction, and takes care of the creation of electron-ion pairs. The approach works for all photons and gamma particles, but the physics implemented in Heed is limited compared to Degrad.
• E) Degrad for photons A very convincing use case for the Geant4/Degrad interface is the sim-ulation of the photo electric effect for X-rays. In contrast to Heed, Degrad simulates the shell absorption by photoelectric effect and subsequent Auger shake-off and fluorescence emission. The program calculates the number of electrons and excitations after energy thermalization and gives the Fano factor for both the electrons and the excitations. Unfortunately, Degrad does neither determine the probability/cross section of the interaction, nor the correct location of the interaction. Therefore, Geant4 is used to determine the cross-section and the location of the interaction. In case the photoelectric effect takes place, Geant4 creates the photo electron. The position of creation is stored, after which the photo electron is killed in Geant4. At that point Degrad takes over, and re-simulates the photoelectric effect, as described above. The disadvantage of this approach is the increased run time of the simulation due to the use of Degrad.
Following the interface procedure, it is in all cases possible to continue the simulation in Geant4. The electron-ion pairs or optical photons produced in Garfield++ or Degrad, can be re-created as secondary particles in Geant4. The implementation for the different scenarios is described in more detail in the following section.
Implementation of the interface
To interface Geant4 with an external software package, the physics parametrization feature in Geant4 can be used. The general idea is to create a region, in which the user provides her own implementation of the physics and the detector response. This region, defined by the G4Region class, is created during the detector construction, and consists of one or more G4LogicalVolumes, often corresponding to sub detector volumes. The complete syntax is shown in listing 1 of Appendix A. To implement the parametrized physics model, the user has to create a new UserG4FastSimulation-Model derived from G4VFastSimulationModel, and attach it to the region. It is possible to attach more than one UserG4FastSimulationModel to the same region. The user physics code is now used instead of Geant4 in this region, whereas for the remainder of the geometry, the Geant4 physics is still valid.
In the physics list of the program, a G4FastSimulationManagerProcess has to be created. The G4FastSimulationManagerProcess is the physics process of the parametrization, and it serves as interface between the Geant4 tracking and the user parametrization. At tracking time, the G4FastSimulation-ManagerProcess allows the user model to be triggered. In the AddParameterisation() method of the user physics list, the G4FastSimulationManager-Process must be added as a discrete process to the process list of the particles for which the model shall apply 4 . Listing 2 contains the template for the user physics list class.
The core part of the interface is the UserG4FastSimulationModel derived from G4VFastSimulationModel. The name G4VFastSimulationModel implies that the parametrized model is normally simpler and thus faster than the full Geant4 tracking. In the case of Garfield++ or Degrad, however, the parametrised model is more detailed. The G4VFastSimulationModel has three pure virtual methods, which must be overridden in the UserG4Fast-SimulationModel. The template of this class is shown in listing 3. The first method, IsApplicable(), must return true when the parametrization model should be applied to the particle under consideration. If this is not the case, the default Geant4 physics will be applied. The second method, ModelTrigger(), is called in every step along the track and should return true if the user-defined conditions of the track are fulfilled. Finally, the implementation of the parametrised model occurs in the DoIt()-method, following one of the scenarios described above in chapter 2. More on the implementation of the G4FastSimulationModel can be found in the Geant4 User guide for application developers [26] .
The subsequent implementation steps are quite different for Garfield++ and Degrad and are therefore handled separately in the following sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
Geant4 and Garfield++
In case of the Geant4/Garfield++ interface, the user implementation of the detector response is based on Garfield++. The G4Region or envelope corresponds here to a gas-filled detector volume 5 . For the use cases A (Geant4 PAI model) and B (Geant4/Heed PAI model interface), the PAI model has to be added as extra EM model to the user physics list (listing 2) and the lower production cut has to be set to the correct value (roughly between the minimum ionization potential and the W value of the gas mixture.) Further, the lowest electron energy has to be set to an appropriate value. More details about the lower production cut and the lowest electron energy limit will be provided in sections 4 and 5.
Depending on the use case, the two virtual methods IsApplicable() and ModelTrigger() of the G4FastSimulationModel should be adapted according to listing 4. In case B (Geant4/Heed PAI model interface), the Garfield++ model is valid for ionization electrons produced by the PAI model. The model is triggered when the kinetic energy drops below a user-defined threshold value. If alone Heed (cases C and D) is responsible for the creation of all the electron-ion pairs, the Garfield++ model is triggered as soon as the particle enters the gas volume regardless of its energy. The DoIt()-method displayed in listing 5 contains the actual Garfield++ model. The relevant particle is first killed in Geant4, and subsequently re-inserted and propagated in Garfield++. Here, Heed is used to generate the electron-ion pairs: The methods TransportDeltaElectron(), NewTrack() and TransportPhoton() are called in cases B, C and D, respectively. Since the NewTrack() method produces the electrons in clusters, these clusters need to be retrieved first, before extracting the individual electrons. In the other two cases the electrons can be retrieved directly. Subsequently, the electron drift and amplification can be simulated using the classes AvalancheMC and AvalancheMicroscopic according to the simulation needs. Details concerning these algorithms can be found in the Garfield user documentation [17] .
A very useful application for the Geant4/Garfield++ interface is the simulation of secondary scintillation photons (electroluminescence) in gaseous detectors as shown in the bottom part of listing 5. The AvalancheMicroscopic class in Garfield++ is used to create the electron avalanche. The SetUserHandleInelastic() method accepts a user written callback function, that has access to the time, position and excitation levels in each simulation step. This information is stored in a data structure. In the case of pure Noble gases, if one assumes that each excitation will produce a secondary scintillation photon [27] , the production of light is straightforward. For each element of the data structure filled in the callback function, a secondary optical photon is produced in Geant4 as shown in listing 6. The optical photon tracking will then be carried out by Geant4. For gas mixtures, a more detailed model should be adopted in Garfield++ in order to include the quenching of the Xenon excimers by the addmixture [28] .
The user-defined G4VFastSimulationModel should contain a fourth public method where the Garfield++ related objects are initialized before the run is started. Features such as the detector geometry, the electro-magnetic field and preferred model for tracking have to be defined here, as demonstrated in listing 7. The geometry is added to the field component, and subsequently a sensor is created using the field component. The sensor class links the detector geometry with its properties (material, geometry, fields) to the transport classes such as, TrackHeed. Since the shape and size of the gas volume and the gas composition is available in the Geant4 DetectorConstruction class, the information from there can be used to create the detector geometry in the Garfield++ Model.
Listing 8 shows how to compile and link the Geant4/Garfield++ program. A CMakeLists.txt has to be created, in which the Garfield++ include and library directories are defined. The library flags -lGarfield -lgfortran have to be placed behind the library flags for the Geant4 libraries.
In case A, Garfield++ has to be directly interfaced to Geant4 in the UserSteppingAction or SensitiveDetector. In Geant4 the PAI model can either really produce all conduction electrons, or the number and positions of the electron-ion pairs can be sampled from the energy deposition in each step. The positions of the conduction electrons or electron-ion pairs are subsequently sent to Garfield++, where the detector simulation is continued. If the electrons are to be produced and not just sampled, the lower production cut of the Geant4 PAI model and the lowest electron energy have to be set to the correct values to produce the correct number of electrons, as discussed in section 4. Listing 9 illustrates how to store the last position of the electron track before it is stopped and killed. The sampling of conduction electrons from the energy deposition is shown in listing 10. The mean number of electron-ion pairs can be determined by the MeanNumberOfIonsAlongStep() method of the G4ElectronIonPair class for each step of the primary and secondary particles. Using the mean number of electron-ion pairs together with the user specified Fano factor, a random gamma function calculates the exact number of electron-ion pairs per step. The positions of these electronion pairs are sampled between the pre and the post step point of the step with the help of the G4UniformRand() distribution. It should be noted that this method is rather crude, especially for low energies as will be shown in chapter 4.2.
Geant4 and Degrad
The implementation of the Geant4/Degrad interface is based on a userdefined G4VFastSimulationModel 4, analogous to the Geant4/Garfield++ interface. During detector construction, a G4Region is created (listing 1). In the user physics list the AddParameterisation() function should be modified to include only the particles for which the model shall apply (listing 2). In case E, X-rays produce electrons via the photo-electric effect or Compton scattering in Geant4. Directly after their production, these electrons are killed in Geant4. Degrad then re-simulates the X-ray interaction at the time and location of the killed electrons. The parametrization in Geant4 is therefore not valid for X-rays, but for the electrons. In the IsApplicable() and ModelTrigger() methods of the G4VFastSimulationModel (listing 11), the model is enabled for electrons that have an energy higher than the thermalization energy. Finally, the DoIt() method contains the actual Degrad model and interfacing details. All parameters needed to run the simulation (gas composition, electric and magnetic field, particle type and kinetic energy) are stored in a parameter text file, which is read in by the Degrad binary. Prior to its call, the Degrad binary has to be compiled from the source code with the command "f95 degrad2.14.f -o degrad".
In the example a 5.9 keV Fe X-ray is simulated in pure Xenon. As Degrad is a Fortran software and writes its output to a result file, the simplest way to transfer information back to Geant4 is based on a file I/O chain: Geant4 runs Degrad with a parameter file and Degrad writes the simulation results to a text file. From this result file, Geant4 reads back the positions and production times of the ionization electrons. Degrad always assumes (x0, y0, z0) = (0, 0, 0) as the interaction position of the photon, and simulates an infinite volume. Therefore, the positions of the ionization electrons have to be corrected, using the stored interaction position of the X-ray from Geant4. If the corrected positions are within the gas volume of the detector, the CreateSecondaryTrack() method of the G4FastTrack class is called to create new 7 eV (the thermalization energy set in Degrad) secondary electrons in Geant4. For a simulation of the light production, now the Garfield++ parametrization of the electroluminescence example could be used to produce optical photons.
When choosing the "electron beam" option, Degrad is also able to simulate the interaction of electrons with arbitrary gas mixtures. Degrad always uses an infinite volume, and tracks the primary electron and all secondaries until they are thermalized. As a general tool to simulate electrons of all energies in various detector geometries, a Geant4/Degrad interface is thus not an option. Nevertheless, for fully contained low energy electrons it is useful to compare Degrad simulation results to Geant4 and Heed, as will be demonstrated in the following chapters.
Geant4 simulation parameters and their optimization
If a Geant4 PAI model simulation relies on the correct number of conduction electrons (e.g. case A), the correct setting of the lower production cut and the lowest electron energy limit is crucial.
Lower production cut and lowest electron energy
The lower production cut is the minimum energy transfer required to produce a new particle. The creation of secondary particles is not possible in an interaction, if the transferred energy is lower than the lower production cut. In this case, the energy is merely recorded as being deposited in the step. The lowest electron energy limit on the other hand is the energy threshold below which an electron is not tracked anymore. If the kinetic energy of an electron falls below the lowest electron energy limit value during a step, the full energy deposition independently of material [29] is enforced. All physics lists use a default value (e.g. 100 eV for the G4EMLivermore physics list), which can be modified by the user. Evidently, the two parameters influence only the production of secondaries and not the deposited energy, which remains stable. Figure 2 illustrates the influence of the lower production cut and the lowest electron energy limit on the number of electron-ion pairs produced by the PAI photon model for a 10 keV electron in a very large volume of He/isoButane 70/30. As expected, figure 2a demonstrates that the mean number of electron-ion pairs rises with a decrease of the production cut and with a decrease of the lowest electron energy limit. For lower production cuts larger than 15 eV, the mean number of electrons stays stable for a range of lowest electron energy limits. The higher the lower production cut, the longer the range of stability. For the variance of the distribution on the other hand it is difficult to identify a clear behavior pattern for the two parameters, as indicates figure 2b.
W value and Fano factor
To determine the correct settings of the lower production cut and the lowest electron energy limit, the deposited energy obtained in the simulations has to be compared to the number of electron-ion pairs multiplied with the W value. Additionally, it is desirable to obtain the correct Fano factor. The relevant definitions of W value and Fano factor are summarized by references [30] and [31] .
The W value, the mean energy needed to create an electron-ion pair, is defined as
where N i stands for the mean number of electron-ion pairs produced by a particle of initial energy T 0 , dissipating its complete energy in the gas volume. For high particle energies, i.e. higher than 10 keV for electrons, the W value reaches a constant asymptotic value W a . Below 1 keV electron energy, the cross section ratio of ionizing processes versus non-ionizing processes becomes smaller compared to the high energy region. A certain fraction of the dissipated energy is carried by electrons that are too low in energy to further ionize. With U representing the mean energy of these sub-ionization electrons, and E the energy of the impinging particle, the energy dependent expression for the W value can be written as
For high-energy particles in thin absorbers, a differential w value
is used. Since W(T 0 ) reaches a constant value W for energies of typically 10 keV and higher, w converges to a constant value equal to W a for sufficiently high energies. In case of full absorption, the kinetic energy of the primary particle is thus identical to the number of electron-ion pairs N multiplied with the W value. For fast particles and thin absorbers, the number of electron-ion pairs N multiplied with the differential w value is equivalent to the deposited energy in the absorber. The Fano factor F is defined as the ratio between the variance and the mean of the electron-ion pair distribution. Figure 3 displays the W value and Fano factor simulated for fully contained 30 eV to 5 keV electrons in Ar/CO 2 70/30. With a lower production cut of 18.3 eV and a lowest electron energy limit of 30 eV, the Geant4 PAI model correctly reproduces the W value. The same applies to Heed and Degrad. W reaches the asymptotic value of about 28 eV for electron energies of 2 keV and larger, whereas for lower electron energies more energy is needed to create an electron-ion pair. The small divergence between the results from Degrad and the PAI model in Heed and Geant4, especially at low energies, can be explained by the approximations used in the calculations. The PAI model [22] relies on the assumption that a particle interacts only through the long range dipole part of the electromagnetic force, and consequently uses an approximation similar to the Bethe-Bloch formula [32] . The dipole approximation of the force is valid to about 1% for energies down to typically 1 keV for electrons or 2 MeV for protons. Below these energies, two problems arise. First, the Bethe Bloch formula requires phenomenological derived correction terms e.g. Anderson-Ziegler and Lindhard-Scharff. These terms are not included in the Heed PAI model. A second problem is that the non-dipole electromagnetic scattering becomes much larger below 1 keV electron energy and approaches 60% of the dipole scattering at 80 eV on atomic and molecular targets. The Degrad program accounts for both dipole and non-dipole scattering and is therefore more accurate below 1 keV electron energy.
The Fano factor simulation shows the expected asymptotic behavior in Degrad and Heed. Starting with higher values for lower energies, a value of 0.19 is reached for electron energies larger than 2 keV. With the Geant4 PAI model the correct Fano factor cannot be reproduced, the asymptotic value is too low with 0.13. The SampleIonsAlongStep() method of the G4ElectronIonPair class only reproduces the correct asymptotic W value. Since it always uses the same mean number of electron-ion pairs per step, the higher W value for electrons of less than 1 keV kinetic energy cannot be obtained. The sampled Fano factor is too high with a value of 0.25, in spite of using 0.19 as input Fano factor for the Gamma function that calculates the number of electron-ion pairs per step.
To summarize, figure 3 shows that Heed and Degrad reproduce the correct W value and Fano factor for fully contained electrons of 30 eV to 5 keV. With the correct settings of lower production cut and lowest electron energy limit, the Geant4 PAI model obtains the correct W value. It is not possible to simultaneously obtain the correct Fano factor, the variance of the electronion pair distribution is too small.
Verification
Case B (Geant4/Heed PAI model interface) is the only case where different physics models, here Geant4 and Heed, are used together. The PAI or PAI photon model of Geant4 is responsible for the primary ionization, and the TransportDeltaElectron() method of the Heed PAI model takes care of the δ electron transport and produces electron-ion pairs. Extensive simulations have been carried out to verify the results in comparison to the standalone simulation programs. All simulations in this paper have been carried out at Normal Temperature and Pressure (NTP) without the presence of an electromagnetic field. G4EmLivermorePhysics was used as physics list (fixed lowest electron energy limit of 100 eV), and the PAI/PAI photon model was activated as additional EM physics model. For He/isoButane gas mixtures, the Geant4 10.4 PAI photon model was used, whereas the Geant4 10.3 PAI model was used for Ar/CO 2 gas mixtures. For Heed, the Garfield++ revision 541 was used. Since Heed is not thread-safe, the Geant4 sequential mode has been used for the simulations.
Lower production cut and transfer threshold
When using the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface, all electrons below a certain energy are killed in Geant4 and sent over to Heed, where they are treated as δ-electrons. This energy threshold is called transfer energy threshold. The effect of using different production cuts and transfer energy thresholds on the electron-ion pair distribution is shown in figure 4 . For the W value (figure 4a) and the Fano factor (figure 4b), the ratios between the simulated value and the Heed reference value are plotted. For each of the plotted data points 10 4 electrons with an energy of 10 keV were released in a sufficiently large gas volume, filled with a 70/30 Helium-Isobutane mixture, to ensure full energy deposition. Subsequently, W was calculated using equation 1 and the corresponding Fano factor was obtained from the statistical mean and variance of the electron-ion pair distribution. Evidently, both the W value and Fano factor converge to the Heed values at a 10 keV transfer threshold, as the electrons are immediately transferred to Heed. For transfer thresholds below 100 eV, the simulated values rapidly increase towards infinity, as all electrons with a kinetic energy lower than this value are killed in the G4EMLivermore physics model. Looking at the W graph, an optimal production cut can be found somewhere in between 19 and 20 eV, regardless of the transfer threshold. The Fano factor, on the other hand, follows a steady increase over the entire energy range. Whereas for the standalone Geant4 PAI model the Fano factor was too small, the values obtained with the interface seem rather too large. Whereas Heed has a database of literature values for W, a default value of 0.19 for F is used for all gases. Hence, a value larger than 1 in figure 4b does not necessarily mean the interface produces a too large Fano factor. Additionally, a non-default Fano factor can be provided by the user in Heed, such that the desired values can be matched by the interface. Naturally, the results from figure 4 are futile if not the same optimal values are found for different energies of the primary. Using the optimal lower production cut of 19.45 eV, in figure 5 the W value and Fano factor were simulated for 10 keV to 1000 keV electrons. A relative difference of ≈ 0.1% is observed for the obtained W values (figure 5a). The Fano factor, however, displays a clear discrepancy between the 10 keV and the higher primary energies, except for transfer thresholds below 2 keV, where the curves converge to comparable values. Therefore, it is recommended to set the threshold to values between 100 eV and 2 keV when using the G4EMLivermore physics. For standard EM physics (lowest electron energy limit of 1 keV), it should be between 1 keV and 2 keV.
The optimal lower production cut should also not vary much between different particle types and different particle energies for not fully contained particles. Figure 6a of the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface is equivalent to the deposited energy of the PAI model in Geant4 for alpha particles and electrons. For mu+ and protons, the best production cut is slightly higher with 21.5 eV and 22.5 eV. Nevertheless, even at a cut of 21 eV, N·w for 1 GeV proton is only 3% larger than the deposited energy. For the different electron energies of 10 keV to 1 GeV in figure 6b, the situation is similar. The best lower production cut for 1 MeV and 1 GeV electrons is 21 eV, for 100 keV electrons 22 eV and for 10 keV electrons 20 eV. At 21 eV, N·w for 100 keV electrons is only 3% higher than the deposited energy, whereas for 10 keV electrons it is 2% lower. For simulations in Ar/CO 2 70/30, 21 eV is therefore a good lower production cut. For other Argon and CO 2 gas mixtures, the best lower production cuts can be determined using the method shown in chapter 5.2.
Optimal lower production cut for different ratios
In a separate analysis, a parametrization of the optimal lower production cut as a function of mixture ratio was investigated. For this purpose, an approach similar to the determination of the W value of a gas mixture in Heed, was applied. Heed uses two assumptions to determine the W value. First, inter-species effects, such as Penning effect [33] , are assumed to be negligible, which is not accurate for many mixtures with a small percentage of quench gas. Secondly, the total interaction cross section for the interaction of a charged particle with a molecule or atom in the gas is assumed to be proportional to the total charge of that molecule or atom. Although crude, these assumptions work quite well for most mixtures and a precision down to the percent level. Following this approach, the W value of a mixture is calculated as
W 1 and W 2 , and Z 1 and Z 2 are the W values and molecular charges of molecule 1 and 2, and f is the fraction of the molecule 1. As a first try, the same approach was used to determine the optimal production cut, resulting in the following expression
with P 1 and P 2 as the optimal lower production cuts for the two pure gases. This model was tested for different mixtures of Helium and Isobutane and mixtures of Argon and CO2. The result of the simulations is shown in table 1. The first (third) column states the He (CO 2 ) fraction in the simulated mixture. A comparison of the data from table 1 and the model described above is displayed in figure 7 . In the case of both He/isoButane (figure 7a) and Ar/CO 2 (figure 7b), the model clearly overestimates the data by a few percent. In a second attempt to parametrize the optimal lower production cut, the following function
was fitted to the data. In the fit, a is fixed to the 0% value from the table, and b and c are left as free parameters. The resulting fit (red) shows a clear improvement over the model (green). But the fitting approach requires additional effort, as a sufficient number of values need to be determined manually beforehand. Hence, the user may decide how precise W needs to be, and may even feed an experimentally determined W value to Heed, for which a production cut scan is necessary anyway. 
Deposited energy spectra
In the case of particles not fully contained in the gas volume, it is interesting to study the deposited energy spectra. For all simulations a transfer energy threshold of 2 keV has been used. Figure 8 displays the spectra for 10 6 1 GeV alpha particles in 1 cm of Ar/CO 2 70/30 and 10 6 1 MeV electrons in 1 cm of He/isoButane 70/30. The black dashed line shows the deposited energy spectrum of the Geant4 PAI or PAI photon model, and the green solid line the deposited energy spectrum (N · w) simulated with the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface. Both curves have the same shape and the same mean value. From a Heed simulation using NewTrack(), the energy of the produced electrons clusters (red dashed curve) and N · w (blue solid curve) have been obtained. In a volume of limited dimensions, here 10 cm x 10 cm x 1 cm, the cluster energy in Heed is always larger than N · w, since some of the delta electrons in the clusters have a long range, and are not fully contained in the gas volume. With respect to the deposited energy spectrum, the Geant4 PAI model, the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface and Heed deliver comparable results for relativistic particles.
For non-relativistic electrons, the situation is different. Figure 9 shows the deposited energy spectra for 100 keV electrons in Ar/CO 2 70/30 and 10 keV electrons in He/isoButane 70/30. For 100 keV electrons, the Heed NewTrack() and the Heed TransportDeltaElectron() functions produce very different spectra, which both are incorrect and give a mean deposited energy that is too low. The spectrum of the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface on the other hand is identical to the Geant4 PAI model spectrum. For 10 keV electrons, Heed NewTrack() cannot be used since it is not intended for electrons of this energy. Since the electrons are basically fully absorbed in the gas volume, these spectra can be compared to the results from section 5.1. Here, the optimal production cut was found by matching the W value calculated by the interface and Heed (figure 5a). Hence, it is not surprising that both spectra nicely overlap, with a slightly broader peak for the interface. This can be traced back to the Fano factor, which was 20% larger for the interface (figure 5b).
Spatial distribution of electron-ion pairs
The maximum energy of the δ electrons that are sent to the interface depends on the transfer energy threshold. A transfer energy threshold of 2 keV is equivalent to δ electrons with an energy of up to 2 keV. Simulations of the range of a 2 keV electron result in values of 160 µm for Degrad, whereas Heed and Geant4 give 100 µm and 70 µm. Since Degrad includes the processes of photo-emission and absorption, it calculates a longer range than the other programs. To summarize, even with a transfer energy threshold of 2 keV, the total range and the track shape of the simulated primary particle will be similar for the interface and a stand-alone Geant4 PAI model simulation due to the short range of the δ electrons. The track shape will be dominated by the distribution of the primary ionization electrons created by the PAI or PAI photon model in Geant4. Figure 10 shows the x position of all electron-ion pairs created by a 1 GeV electron in He/isoButane 70/30, and a 100 keV electron in Ar/CO 2 70/30. The momentum direction is along the z axis. For relativistic particles the spatial distribution of the electron-ion pairs agrees nicely between the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface and Heed as displayed in figure 10a . The Geant4 PAI photon model under-produces electrons, since the lowest electron energy limit was kept at the standard 100 eV value of the G4EmLivermorePhysics. For 100 keV electrons on the other hand, figure 10b indicates that Heed creates a distribution of electron-ion pairs that is too narrow. This can be traced back to the absence of Coulomb scattering in the NewTrack()-method of Heed. The Geant4 PAI model and the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface, in contrast, do take this into account and therefore produce identical distributions. If one sets the lowest electron energy limit to 30 eV and uses a lower production cut of 18.3 eV, the standalone Geant4 PAI model simulation does not under-produce electrons any more. 
Performance
Regarding the performance of the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface, the absolute time needed for a simulation depends of course on multiple factors, most importantly the performance of the computer hardware. Table 2 displays the performance of the following options: Geant4 PAI model (case A), Geant4/Heed PAI model interface (case B) and Heed PAI model (case C). Since Heed does not support multi-threading, single threaded programs where used. The program code was stripped down to include just the creation of the electron-ion pairs in the gas volume, not any drift or avalanche processes. The simulations were carried out several times on the same lxplus machine at CERN in direct successions, to exclude effects of different cluster usage. Averaged over 10 runs, the performance of the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface is the best with 2.24 s simulation time per 1000 events. The Geant4 PAI model is slightly slower with 4.14 s per 1000 events, since the lowest electron energy limit has to be set to 30 eV, to obtain a sufficient number of electron-ion pairs. This slows the simulation down compared to the standard 100 eV limit of the G4EmLivermorePhysics. The Heed PAI model simulation takes the longest time with 64.2 s per 1000 events. The Heed NewTrack() method seems to be very slow compared to the TransportDeltaElectron() method that is used by the interface. 
Conclusion
The present paper demonstrates how to interface Geant4 and Degrad or Geant4 and Garfield++ using the G4VFastSimulationModel. The aim is a complete simulation of gaseous detectors. There are several possibilities to divide the task between Geant4 and Garfield++. As discussed, the preferred way for charged particles is to use the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface. The PAI model in Geant4 creates ionization electrons, which are then transferred to Heed when their kinetic energy falls below 1-2 keV. Using the W value and the Fano factor, a method was developed to determine the optimal lower production cut for the PAI model for different gas mixtures. With the optimal lower production cut, the correct deposited energy spectra and correct spatial charge distributions are obtained for different particle types and energies. The Geant4/Heed PAI model interface works even for nonrelativistic and slow electrons, where the stand-alone Heed simulations fail. Its performance is better than that of standalone Geant4 or Heed. For photons, the Geant4/Garfield++ and Geant4/Degrad interfaces make it possible to simulate complex physics cases. As example it was shown how to simulate the interaction of 5.9 keV Fe X-rays with pure Xenon (photoelectric effect and subsequent production of optical photons via electroluminescence). To summarize, the Geant4/Garfield++ and Geant4/Degrad interfaces are very useful tools for detector simulations.
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Create G4FastSimulationManagerProcess */ 4 G4FastSimulationManagerProcess * process = 5 new G4FastSimulationManagerProcess ( " G4FSMP " ) ; 6 auto it = GetParticleIterator () ; 7 it -> reset () ; 8 while ((* it ) () ) { 9 G4ParticleDefinition * p = it -> value () ; 10 G4ProcessManager * manager = p -> GetProcessManager () ; 11 G4EmConfigurator * config = G4LossTableManager ::
G4String name = "e -" ; G4ThreeVector position (x , y , z ) ; 6 7 /* Create new electron or optical photon */ 8
G4DynamicParticle particle ( G4Electron :: ElectronDefinition () , G4RandomDirection () , eKin ) ; 9
G4DynamicParticle particle ( G4OpticalPhoton :: OpticalPhotonDefinition () , G4RandomDirection () , eKin ) ; 10 11 /* Set a number that is larger than the maximum number of expected secondaries */ 12
fastStep . SetNumberOfSecondaryTracks (1000000) ; 13 14 /* Create secondary electron */ 15 fastStep . CreateSecondaryTrack ( particle , position , time , true ) ; 16 17 /* Create secondary optical photon with random polarization */ 18 fastStep . CreateSecondaryTrack ( particle , G4RandomDirection () , position , time , true ) ; 19 } Listing 6: Production of secondary particles 1 void GarfieldG4FastSimulationModel :: Initialize () { 2 /* Define the gas */ 3 MediumMagboltz * gas = new MediumMagboltz () ; 4 gas -> SetComposition ( " ar " , percentageAr , " co2 " , 5 percentageCO2 ) ; 6 gas -> SetTemperature ( temperature ) ; 7 gas -> SetPressure ( pressure ) ; 8 gas -> LoadGasFile ( " ar_70_co2_30_1000mbar . gas " ) ; 
